The architectures of deep neural networks (DNN) rely heavily on the underlying grid structure of variables, for instance, the lattice of pixels in an image. For general high dimensional data with variables not associated with a grid, the multi-layer perceptron and deep brief network are often used. However, it is frequently observed that those networks do not perform competitively and they are not helpful for identifying important variables. In this paper, we propose a framework that imposes on blocks of variables a chain structure obtained by step-wise greedy search so that the DNN architecture can leverage the constructed grid. We call this new neural network Deep Variable-Block Chain (DVC). Because the variable blocks are used for classification in a sequential manner, we further develop the capacity of selecting variables adaptively according to a number of regions trained by a decision tree. Our experiments show that DVC outperforms other generic DNNs and other strong classifiers. Moreover, DVC can achieve high accuracy at much reduced dimensionality and sometimes reveals drastically different sets of relevant variables for different regions. KEY WORDS: variable blocks, deep neural network, high-dimensional data classification, adaptive variable selection, long short-term memory
Introduction
Deep learning has achieved phenomenal success in a broad spectrum of predictive data analysis problems (LeCun et al. 2015) . For a glimpse of the enormous impact, we refer to Krizhevsky et al. (2012) ; Graves et al. (2013) ; Collobert and Weston (2008) as examples in computer vision, speech recognition, and natural language processing. Many neural network architectures have been designed for sequential and imagery data. Besides the purposes of problems in consideration, the architectures of DNN depend heavily on the underlying grid structure of the variables, e.g., pixels located on a lattice in a plane.
When variables are not attributes acquired at nodes on a grid, the diversity of DNN architectures is much limited. Bioinformatics is an example research area in which such high-dimensional data are often handled (Min et al. 2017) . Several generic deep learning architectures are used in this area, including Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) (Svozil et al. 1997 ) and Deep Brief Networks (DBN) (Hinton et al. 2006) .
In this paper, we explore the idea of establishing a graph structure for the variables and in the mean time constructing a DNN on the structure. The graph structure enables us to design an architecture of less complexity than the more general neural networks such as MLP and DBN. Furthermore, the particular architecture lends itself naturally to variable selection with adaptability. Specifically, we develop a DNN called Deep Variable-Block Chain (DVC) for classification and variable selection. In addition, by exploiting the intermediate outputs of DVC, we develop an adaptive variable selection method that permits heterogeneous selection based on a decision tree. The variables are partitioned into blocks which are ordered into a chain by step-wise greedy optimization. Motivated by the chain topology of the graph, the particular architecture of DVC follows that of Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) (Gers et al. 1999 ). However, we do not have "time-wise" repetitive weights as in LSTM because the chain is not a time axis and the variables along the chain are of different nature.
Another advantage for constructing a chain and using the LSTM-like architecture is the readiness for selecting variables in an adaptive manner. To the best of our knowledge, this is an aspect unexplored and arguably not so relevant for LSTM on sequential data. As DVC outputs estimation of the class posterior probabilities through a cascade of cells, these probability values are analyzed to decide how many cells and consequently how many variables are needed for any data point. This analysis result is used to train a decision tree that determines variable selection in different regions of the data space. We would like to emphasize the difference from usual variable selection which is fixed for the whole data. The decision tree can serve solely as an adaptive assessment for the importance of variables, or it can be combined with DVC to reduce the complexity of the overall classifier.
The targeted usage of DVC is for high-dimensional data with variables not associated with a grid. If an underlying grid structure exists, we expect DNNs designed specifically for that structure to be more competitive. We thus have compared DVC with existing DNNs that are of rather generic architectures such as MLP and DBN. Experiments on several benchmark datasets show that DVC outperforms MLP and DBN in classification accuracy even though smaller sets of variables are used. The adaptive variable selection method also reveals that different numbers of variables matter in different regions of the data.
This kind of insight about the variables is often valuable in the study of biological data.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We define notations and overview related neural networks in Section 2. In Section 3.1, we describe how the variable blocks are formed and ordered, the architecture of DVC, and its training method. The algorithm for adaptively selecting variables by a decision tree is presented in Section 3.2. Experimental results on both simulated and real data are reported in Section 4. Finally, we conclude and discuss future work in Section 5.
Preliminaries
Denote a random vector X by (X 1 , X 2 , ..., X p ) T ∈ R p and the ith sample or realization of it by (x i1 , x i2 , ..., x ip ) T ∈ R p . Moreover, the data matrix X = (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x p ) ∈ R n×p , where x j is the jth column of X, containing values of the jth variable across all sample points. We use the terms feature and variable exchangeably. A variable block is a subset of the p features, e.g., (X 1 , X 3 ). Suppose we partition the p-dimensional random vector X into V variable blocks, indexed by v = 1, 2, ..., V . Let the number of variables in the vth block be p v , a.k.a., the dimension of the vth variable block. We have V v=1 p v = p. Denote the sub-vector containing variables in the vth variable block by X (v) . If we reorder variables in X according to the order of the variable blocks, we get the random vector X = (X (1) T , X (2) T ...X (V ) T ) T ∈ R p . For brevity of notation, we assume without loss of
Our idea has been inspired by Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) (Williams and Zipser 1989) , a type of neural networks with connections between modules forming a directed chain. Different from feedforward neural networks, the hidden states in RNN function are served as "memory" of the past sequence, which make RNN effective for natural language modeling (Mikolov et al. 2010 ) and speech recognition (Mikolov et al. 2011) . The architecture of RNN is illustrated in Figure 1 (a). RNN contains a repetitive neural network module at any time position. Cascaded as a chain, these modules are "recurrent" since the weight matrices W , U , H in each module are fixed. Let φ(·) and ψ(·) be activation functions. In an RNN, at time t, the hidden unit h t = φ(U X t + W h t−1 ), where X t is the input data at t, and h t−1 , the immediate previous hidden unit, captures the effect of the past. The output unit o t = ψ(Hh t ).
RNN has the issue of vanishing gradient when the chain is long. LSTM, a special RNN architecture, can overcome this issue by allowing gradients to flow unchanged (Gers et al. 1999) . LSTM also contains cascaded network modules which are called in particular "cells". In a standard RNN, the repeating module has a relatively simple structure containing a single hyperbolic tangent hidden layer, as shown by Figure 1 The red unit at time step t indicates the forget gate f t , which controls the proportion of information that would the removed from previous memory cell c t−1 . The green units refer to the input gate i t and a t , where i t controls the proportion of new information that would be added into current memory c t and a t generates a proposal of new information. The blue units represent the output gate o t , which controls how much information would be delivered from c t to h t and influence the next cell.
The definitions of the outputs in LSTM at every time t, also called updates from t − 1 to t, are as follows. The notation means element-wise multiplication, and σ is the sigmoid activation function with range (0, 1), applied to each element. Suppose x t ∈ R p and h t−1 ∈
As shown in Figure 1 (b), the memory cell c t and hidden state h t are marked at the two horizontal lines across the entire chain. They summarize the information up to t and are regulated by the gates to receive new information or erase irrelevant information. The forget gate (the red unit) output is f t , and W f , U f , b f are parameter matrices used at this gate. It receives h t−1 , the information from the last module, and the new input data x t .
We can view f t as a proportion to control the usage of memory c t−1 for updating c t in the next cell. A higher value of f t results in stronger influence of c t−1 on c t . If the effect of the past sequence is negligible given the new input, f t approaches 0, or figuratively, the forget gate closes. Besides past memory, the other part of c t is based on the current i t and a t , which are the input gate and input proposal respectively (the two green units in Figure 1 (b)). The input proposal a t encodes the new information at t, while i t ∈ (0, 1) controls the proportion of a t that will be added in c t . The output gate o t ∈ (0, 1) (the blue unit in Figure 1 (b)) controls the proportion of memory c t used to update hidden state h t .
At the next time t + 1, h t will be used to deliver the encoded information up to t. The sequence of hidden states h t can be considered as the flow of filtered information, based on which different operations for different tasks can be defined.
The architecture of LSTM has many variations. The structure illustrated in Figure 1 
is most typical, which is flexible and relatively easy to train. To the best of our knowledge, LSTM has only been used to model sequential data. Since homogeneity is usually assumed over time, the weight and bias parameters θ
are invariant across the entire chain. In our work, as we construct a chain as the underlying graph for sub-vectors of variables, the LSTM architecture becomes a natural choice. Here, however, the index t is not for time but for the sub-vectors x t 's, which are of different meanings and possibly different dimensions. As a result, the parameters in each cell of the DNN are different. In the next section, we present the details.
Deep Variable-Block Chain with Adaptive Variable Selection

Deep Variable-Block Chain
For sequential or spatial data, the variables can usually be considered as attributes of nodes on a graph. For example, pixel-wise features in an image are attributes of nodes on a regular two-dimensional grid. In another word, the indices for different variables are not symbolic, but associated with an underlying graph. To avoid confusion with the structure of a DNN, we call such underlying graph the "field graph", where the term "field" reflects the fact that the variable indices come from a physical domain. However, non-sequential or non-spatial data often contain variables not defined on a field graph. The indices for these variables can be permuted without affecting the problem, that is, the indices are actually symbolic. In such cases, some generic DNNs such as MLP are used. In MLP, variables of the input data are fully connected with the hidden layers by a weight matrix W and a bias vector b. Let X be the input data and φ be an activation function. The first hidden
When the dimension of X increases, the number of hidden units usually grows as well, resulting in quickly increasing number of parameters. Techniques such as dropout (Srivastava et al. 2014) have been developed to address overfitting when the number of parameters is very large. Another practical approach is to divide the highdimensional input matrix into several low-dimensional matrices, each used to train an MLP, and to combine the MLPs at the end. However, these techniques are limited in terms of reducing the complexity of the neural network.
Our main idea is to simultaneously construct a field graph for variable blocks and train a DNN that exploits the graph structure. In the current work, the graph topology is a chain.
We thus use a LSTM-like architecture for the DNN and call the model Deep Variable-Block Chain (DVC) . Although the variables are pre-partitioned into blocks, the chain is formed by forward step-wise greedy search and is coupled with the iterative fitting of DVC. As we will demonstrate, based on the chain structure, the variable blocks are used in a nested fashion, a fact which we exploit to develop an adaptive variable selection method (Section 3.2).
The training of DVC contains the following major steps. We will explain each step in details later.
Partition the variables
(X 1 , ..., X p ) into V variable blocks denoted by X (v) , v = 1, ..., V , X (v) ∈ R pv . 2. Let set V = {1, ..., V }. At each v = 1, ..., V ,
suppose the chain of variable blocks up to
v − 1 has been formed:
Train a DVC using X (i ) , i = B 1 , ..., B v−1 , and X (i) , and evaluate the classification error rate using the training data. Suppose the DVC trained by augmenting the chain with X (i * ) achieves the minimum error rate. We set B v = i * and repeat the process for the next v.
3. Evaluate the cross-validation (CV) error rate for the chain at length v, v = 1, ..., V , using the DVC containing variable blocks up to v:
the minimum CV error rate is achieved when the chain contains v * variable blocks.
We will only select variable blocks X (Bv) , v = 1, ..., v * for classification.
Remark: The third step in the algorithm essentially performs variable selection. Variables not selected in this step will not be used at all in classification. However, the adaptive variable selection method in Section 3.2 goes beyond this initial selection.
The motivation for using variable blocks instead of individual variables is to allow interaction among variables to be better modeled. Forming variable blocks is a way to balance model accuracy and complexity. Specifically for variable selection, grouped based selection has been much explored in statistics (Yuan and Lin 2006) . We use a simple scheme to generate the variable blocks. We randomly select one seed variable and compute its correlation (or mutual information) with every other variable. Variables with the highest correlation with the seed variable are grouped with it to form a variable block. The size of the block can be decided by thresholding the correlation coefficients or by an upper bound on the number of variables permitted in one block. After one block is formed, the same process is applied to the remaining variables to form another block, so on and so forth.
By our experiments, the difference between using correlation and mutual information is negligible. We use correlation because it is faster to compute. The architecture of DVC is essentially that of LSTM, as shown in Figure 2 (a). The main difference from LSTM is that the parameters in each cell are not duplicates of one set of parameters. Instead, each cell has input data of a unique variable block, and hence each cell has a unique set of parameters. Without loss of generality, suppose the input variable block to the tth cell is X (t) with realization x (t) . Then the tth cell is defined as follow.
.
across the entire chain by two horizontal lines in Figure 2(a) , corresponding to memory c (t) and hidden state h (t) . We refer to Section 2 for detailed explanation of f (t) , i (t) , a (t) , and o (t) . At the end of the deep chain, we add a softmax layer to output the probability of a data point belonging to each class. The softmax layer could either use the final hidden state or the entire sequence of hidden states to calculate the probabilities. Our experiments did not show considerable difference for the two options, we thus only use the final hidden state. Moreover, multiple layers can be used to define the input to each gate, but we did not observe significant improvement.
Because the chain is formed by forward step-wise greedy search, by construction, variable blocks that contribute less to improve classification accuracy are placed at later positions in the chain. We thus perform initial selection of variable blocks by cutting off the chain at a chosen length. Suppose the initial chain contains all the V variable blocks in the following order: X (B 1 ) , X (B 2 ) , ..., X (B V ) . A sub-chain of length l contains the first l blocks: X (B 1 ) , ..., X (B l ) . We use cross-validation to compute the classification error rate for any sub-chain of length l, l = 1, ..., V . Suppose the sub-chain of length S yields the minimum CV error rate. The DVC on the sub-chain X (B 1 ) , ..., X (B S ) is taken as the final model. We thus have performed initial variable selection, keeping only variables in the first S blocks.
To distinguish from the adaptive variable selection method to be introduced in Section 3.2, we call the initial selection global variable selection.
Note that because of the progressive construction of the full chain, we have fitted DVC models on all the sub-chains as a by-product when the training of the DVC using all the variable blocks is completed. The DVC models on all the sub-chains will also be used for adaptive variable selection. For clarity, we will denote the DVC trained on the sub-chain of length l by D l , l = 1, ..., V . Also note that although the sub-chains of the variable blocks are nested and D l , l = 1, ..., V , have nested architectures, their parameters are trained separately. Thus for l < l , the parameters of D l are not lifted from the corresponding parameters in D l . Finally, since the initial global variable selection decides that only the sub-chain of length S (S ≤ V ) is needed, from now on, when we refer to the "DVC on the full chain", we mean D S instead of D V .
We use mini-batch and Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba 2014) to train DVC. Due to the special structure of DVC, the number of parameters in DVC is similar to that of MLP with one hidden layer. However, MLP with only one hidden layer often performs poorly, while a multi-layer MLP is prone to overfitting. We have observed that overfitting is less of an issue for DVC. Nevertheless, we employ L2 penalty for each weight matrix and the dropout technique for the input and output gates in DVC. It is found that for the experiments we conducted, these regularization techniques have no effect or at most marginal effect on performance.
Adaptive Variable Selection by Decision Tree
In this subsection, we present the adaptive variable selection method based on decision tree. The selection is adaptive in the sense that the feature space is partitioned by the decision tree and variables selected in different regions can be different. We are motivated to perform heterogeneous selection by applications in biological data analysis. For instance, bio-markers may be expected to vary by subgroups. The problem is perplexing because the subgroups are not pre-labeled or determined by some extra information but need to be discovered from the data. The decision tree is particularly appealing for finding the subgroups because its result is easy to interpret. If the subgroups were defined by complicated functions of many variables, the very purpose of selecting variables and gaining insight about their biological roles would be defied. In light of this, a shallow decision tree of a small number of leaf nodes is preferable.
Assume the chain of variable blocks and the DVC have been trained. Recall that the variable blocks along the chain are X (B 1 ) , X (B 2 ) , ..., X (B S ) , where S ≤ V is the number of initially selected variable blocks. For each data point x i , i = 1, ..., n, we define a so-called ν-number that in a rough sense indicates the number of variable blocks needed in order to predict the class label y i correctly and with an acceptable level of "certainty". Let the number of classes be K. We now define the ν-number precisely.
For brevity of notation, in the following description, we suppress the subscript index i for the data point. Let the true class label for point x be y. We apply DVC model D l , l = 1, ..., S, on each sub-chain to compute the class posterior probabilities for x. At length l, let the posterior probabilities of the K classes be (b (2) , ..., b (l) (K) ). Define
where hyper-parameter is set to 0.2/K.
The ν-number for the data point is defined by
Let the ν-number for data points {x i , i = 1, ..., n} be {ν i , i = 1, ..., n}. We take ν i 's as the response variable and train a regression tree with cost-complexity pruning (Breiman et al. 1984 ). We call this decision tree the variable selection tree and denote it by T V S .
A modification we make in T V S from the usual regression tree is the way to decide the ν-number for each leaf node of the tree. Since the variables selected at a smaller ν-number are a subset of those at a larger value, we are inclined to set the ν-number of a leaf node as the maximum of ν i 's belonging to this node so that all the variables needed for all the points in the leaf are included. However, this is a rather conservative criterion. Instead, we adopt a percentile strategy. Suppose the number of points with ν-number equal to l in a leaf node is m l , l = 1, ..., S + 1. Let m = S+1 l=1 m l . Denote the ν-number for the leaf node byν. Thenν = min{l ∈ (1, 2, ...S + 1), s.t. l j=1 n j ≥ n · α}, where α = 90%. For a region defined by a leaf node of T V S withν, we select variable blocks X (B l ) , l = 1, ...,ν, ifν ≤ S. Ifν = S + 1, it indicates that a substantial portion of points in the leaf are difficult cases for classification. Since the chain has a maximum of S variable blocks, whenν = S + 1, we just select all the S blocks.
We refer to the region corresponding to each leaf node of T V S as a subgroup. T V S provides insight into the usefulness of the variables depending on the subgroups. As aforementioned, it is desirable to have subgroups which are simply defined. In our experiments, although we did not explicitly enforce low complexity of T V S , the trees obtained are usually quite small (fewer than 4 leaf nodes). Furthermore, as the variables are selected in groups and in a nested way, the final tree can be pruned at the choice of the user without missing useful variables. The drawback of this practice is to include variables that may have been skipped if the subgroups are more refined.
For the sole purpose of classification, we can combine T V S with the DVC models D l , l = 1, ..., S, to form an overall classifier. We call this classification method DVC with Adaptive Variable Selection (DVC-AVS). To apply DVC-AVS, we first use T V S to find the leaf node which a data point belongs to. Suppose the ν-number of that leaf node isν. Ifν ≤ S, Dν is used to classify the data point. Ifν = S + 1, D S is used. In contrast, the classifier DVC refers to applying D S to any data point (no adaptive variable selection applied).
Experiments
In this section, we use both proof-of-principle synthetic data (Section 4.1) and biomedical data (Section 4.2) to demonstrate our proposed framework for classification and variable selection. For each data set, we randomly select 30% of the data for testing, and the remaining 70% data for training. The classification accuracy in test data, which is the proportion of correct predictions, is used to evaluate the methods. In binary classification examples, AUC (area under the ROC curve) is also used for evaluation. In addition, in the simulation study when we know which variables are relevant for classification, we use F 1 score (Sasaki et al. 2007) to evaluate the performance of variable selection. F 1 score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. Specifically, let S denote the set of selected variables/features and S r denote the true set of relevant variables. Then F 1 = 2 · ζ · β/(ζ + β), where ζ = |S ∩ S r |/|S| is the precision and β = |S ∩ S r |/|S r | is the recall.
Simulation Studies
We first conduct simulation studies to evaluate DVC (with global variable selection) and DVC-AVS. We generate a sample of 1000 points with 20 variables from a 4-component Gaussian mixture model. In particular, we assign equal prior probability to the 4 components. The mean vectors for the 4 components are (5 · 1 T 10 , 0 · 1 T 10 ), (10 · 1 T 10 , 0 · 1 T 10 ), (0 · 1 T 10 , 5 · 1 T 10 ), (0 · 1 T 10 , 10 · 1 T 10 ), respectively. The covariance matrices are all set to be diagonal with diagonal elements equal to 0.25. As the mean vectors of the 4 components are well separated, each component is treated as one class and these 20-dimensional variables are considered relevant variables for classification. In order to evaluate the variable selection method, we further augment each sample point by redundant variables generated independently from the standard normal distribution. These extra variables are considered irrelevant for classification. We vary the number of total variables p = 100, 200, 400. The proportion of relevant variables is correspondingly 0.2, 0.1, 0.05.
To determine the variable block structure, we restrict that each variable block can contain only 10 variables. We then partition the variables according to their pairwise correlation following the procedure described in Section 3.1. We observe that the 20 relevant variables consistently form 2 variable blocks for different p. Specifically, the first 10 variables always form a block, and the next 10 variables form another block. The two blocks of relevant variables are consistently selected as the first and second block in the chain by the algorithm; and the optimal number of variable blocks decided by global variable selection is 2 at any p.
We compare the performance of DVC with 2-hidden-layer MLP with and without the dropout technique. Neither of the two competing methods can directly select variables.
The comparison of prediction accuracy is provided in Table 1 . At any value of p, DVC outperforms the other two methods. In addition, the F 1 score for the variables selected by DVC is consistently 1, indicating that DVC precisely identifies the relevant variables.
Accuracy p = 100 p = 200 p = 400 DVC 1 1 1 MLP w/o dropout 0.974 0.896 0.843 MLP w/ dropout 0.976 0.966 0.946 Table 1 : Prediction accuracy for three methods under three dimensions.
The adaptive variable selection result is shown in Figure 3 . The variable selection tree divides the space into two regions based on a single variable, in particular, the second variable in the first block (that is, the second dimension in the full data). The first subgroup, defined by the region specified by the node in dark green, contains all the points with νnumber equal 1, and the second subgroup, defined by the region specified by the node in light blue, contains points with ν-number equal 2. By DVC-AVS, the first subgroup can be classified using only the first variable block, and the second subgroup using the first two variable blocks.
The above adaptive variable selection result is expected according to the design of the simulation. The first variable block can distinguish component 1 and 2, both falling in the left node with ν-number equal 1; the second variable block distinguishes component 3 and Figure 3 : The variable selection tree for the simulated dataset. In each node, the first number is the average ν-number over points in the node, and the number above the node is the node ID. The proportions of data points with different νnumbers are shown in the white box below each leaf node. The variable used to split the node is noted beneath the node.
4. Due to the sequential nested selection of variables, when the ν-number is 2, the first two blocks will be selected. The classification accuracy of DVC-AVS is also 100%.
We further investigate the performance of DVC for variable selection in the presence of highly correlated variables. In the new set-up, the mean vectors for the 4 components are (5 · 1 T 10 , 0 · 1 T 10 ), (10 · 1 T 10 , 0 · 1 T 10 ), (−5 · 1 T 10 , 0 · 1 T 10 ), (−10 · 1 T 10 , 0 · 1 T 10 ), respectively. Notice that the mean vectors for the last 10 dimensions are identical. Conditioning on any given component, the covariance matrices for the first and second 10 dimensions respectively are still diagonal. But we make these two variable blocks highly correlated by setting Cov(X i , X i+10 ) = 1, for i = 1, 2, ..., 10. In summary, the first 10 variables are relevant for classification, while the second 10 variables are irrelevant (but highly correlated with important variables). Similarly, we experiment with augmenting the 20 dimensions by extra irrelevant variables, the number of them ranging from 80 to 380. In every case, DVC only selects the first 10 variables, demonstrating that DVC is able to handle highly correlated variables in this example.
Real Data Analysis
Binary Classification
In this section, we use the Wisconsin breast cancer dataset downloaded from UCI Machine Learning Repository (Street 1995) DVC determines that the optimal variable block chain is (3, 1, 6, 4, 2) . Since the third variable block is first chosen, this suggests that the standard errors of features related to the sizes of the cell nuclei are most effective at distinguishing the two classes if a single variable block is to be used. The test accuracy measures of DVC and several base-line methods are provided in 
Cell Type Classification
In this section, we demonstrate the use of DVC for biomarker identification for cell-type classification in single-cell data analysis. The dataset is obtained from the study of developing cerebral cortex (Pollen et al. 2014) . It consists of 301 single cells obtained from 11 populations: CRL-2338 epithelial (7.3% of the total cells), CRL-2339 lymphoblastoid (5.6%), Figure 5 : Breast Cancer Data variable selection tree trained with the selected features and ν-numbers. In each node, the first number is the average of ν-numbers and the number above the node is the node ID. The proportions of data points of different ν-number are shown in white box below leaf nodes 2, 6, 7 respectively. The text below the node is the variable that used for split decision. set to 1. This means that DVC-AVS decides to select only one variable block across the whole space. The classification accuracy achieved by DVC-AVS on the test data is 0.945, only slightly lower than that obtained by DVC using 5 variable blocks.
Breast Cancer Classification
The ability to identify specific biomarkers for different cancer types is crucial in translational research for precision medicine. We use the dataset in breast cancer study (Krishnan et al. 2016) , in which the objective is to investigate whether Piwi-interacting RNAs (piR-NAs) are potential biomarkers for breast cancer. This dataset is of size 113 (102 breast tumor tissues and 11 normal tissues) and 676 piRNAs.
In order to examine the variable selection ability of DVC, we normalize all 676 piRNAs features and divide them into V = 10, 15, or 20 variable blocks based on correlation. Each block has roughly equal number of variables. Again, we report detailed result for V = 10 and the accuracy for all V 's. At every V , only the first variable block is selected by DVC, and the accuracy on testing data is given in 
Conclusion and Future Work
We have developed a novel deep learning architecture, namely, DVC, by simultaneously finding an underlying chain structure for variable blocks. We target generic high-dimensional classification problems. Instead of building architecturally homogeneous layers for all the variables like MLP, we build an individual cell for each variable block. The cells are then connected into a chain in an optimized order. This architecture enables us to use variable block cells to deliver important information and to reveal conditional interactions among variables. Moreover, it allows us to select variables effectively. Importantly, we have developed a decision-tree-based method to discover subgroups of data and select variables adaptively. Specifically, the selected variables can be different for different subgroups.
As a limitation of our work, we note that DVC-AVS aims at generic high-dimensional
data. When the data have a natural grid structure such as images, more targeted architectures are expected to have advantages. In addition, DVC-AVS selects nested sets of variables for different subgroups. We gain robustness from this restriction. However, in some applications, more flexible adaptive variable selection may be needed.
We have so far used a typical LSTM cell to model an individual variable block. A thorough investigation of all variants of LSTM can be beneficial for understanding the information flow of the variable chain. Another future direction is to consider underlying graph structures more complex than a chain.
